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ELIP test
• Targets international matriculated IU students (48% Chinese =
approx. 3,000 in 2012 Fall semester*)
• 4-minute oral interview
– Q & A: From warm-up to ‘more involved’ questions
–
–
–
–

How is Bloomington different from your hometown?
How did you get first interested in your major ?
Since you are away from your parents, how do you stay in touch with them?
Do you think face-to-face communication is a better way to communicate than
letters, e-mail, or telephone calls?

– Training for interviewer
• Past interviews
• Discussion
• Calibration

– Holistic decision

• Both interviews must EXEMPT the student from the T101 pronunciation course

*Source: Indiana University, http://newsinfo.iu.edu/news/page/normal/23098.html
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T101 Pronunciation course
• 16 students per class
• Most T101 students are L1-Mandarin speakers, with few
L1-Korean, L1-Japanese, L1-Malay, L1-Hindi, etc.

• 8 week course (2 days per week, 100 min-sessions =
approx. 26 hours)
• ESL environment immersion
Possible
• Non-ESL courses
simultaneous
• Other ESL oracy T101 courses
enrollment
– Speaking Fluency Development
– Academic Listening

Overlapping
pronunciation
teaching needs
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T101 Pronunciation course
• 16 students per class
• Most T101 students are L1-Mandarin speakers, with few

Limited time!
8 week course (2 days per week, 100 min-sessions =
Academic
needs!
approx. 26
hours)
ESL environment
Englishimmersion
everywhere!
Non-ESL courses
Many
Chinese
students!
Other ESL oracy T101 courses
– Speaking Fluency
Development
Fossilization?
– Academic Listening
L1-Korean, L1-Japanese, L1-Malay, L1-Hindi, etc.

•
•
•
•

Possible
simultaneous
enrollment

Overlapping
pronunciation
teaching needs
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How do we teach
such students
under such conditions?

64 Million-Dollar Question
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Objectives





• Differentiate between and produce voiced
and voiceless consonants
• Differentiate between and produce front,
central and back vowels
• Differentiate between and produce the three
final –s word endings
• Differentiate between and produce the three
final –ed word endings
• Recognize and produce appropriate rhythm,
stress and intonation patterns in sentences
5-1

Objectives
Outcomes





•Demonstrate
Differentiate between
and produce
voiced
improvement
in
3-4
and voiceless consonants
designated
orand
consonant
sounds
• Differentiatevowel
between
produce front,
central and back vowels
•Produce
Differentiate
between
and–ed
produce
theendings
three
accurate
final
and
–s
final –s word endings
in
4-5 minutebetween
academic
• Differentiate
and presentation
produce the three
final –ed word endings
• Recognize
and produce
appropriate
rhythm,
Produce
appropriate
stress
rhythm and
stress andpatterns
intonation
in sentences
intonation
in patterns
4-5 minute
academic

presentation
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音
韻
論

L2 Phonology
 L1 Influence
L1 phonological system influences non-native
phonologies
(Best, 1995; Flege, Yeni-Komshian & Liu, 1999; Pallier et al., 1997; Polivanov,
1931; Trubetzkoy, 1939; for a review: Sebastián-Gallés, 2005)

 Presence/Absence of sounds
(segmentals)
Models build on the presence/absence of a given
category, or on the varying perceptual similarity
between L1 and L2 categories (Flege, 1995; Best, 1995).
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第
二

Suprasegmentals etc.
 Structure of the syllable (phonotactics)

e.g., limited or no final consonants, consonant clusters

言
語

音

 Stress (suprasegmentals)

- English stress = higher pitch, longer vowel, louder,
unreduced vowel (cf. schwa /ə/) (Fry, 1958)
- Not deaf to L2 stress if not in the L1 (i.e., Can detect
acoustic correlates)(Dupoux, Pallier, Sebastian, & Mehler, 1997)

韻
- Transfer high tone to English stress in loanwords (Lai et

論

al., 2011: 1162; Hao, 2009)

 Interaction between segmentals and suprasegmentals
(Zielinski, 2006)
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L2 Phonology
L1

IL

L2
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China – linguistically monolithic?

Source: http://www.chinamaps.org/china/citymaps/index.html
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Language in the People’s Republic of China

Universal
education in
Mandarin
DIALECTS:
English
UK, US (New
England, South),
etc.
LANGUAGES:
English/Dutch/German
OR
Spanish/French, etc.

Source: http://www.dartmouth.edu/~chinese/maps/map4.html
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第

Influence of L1 dialects

二

Different L1s or L1 dialects in “Chinese”
affect L2 English pronunciation (Bolton & Kwok, 1990;

言

Cui & van Heuven, 2011)

語

 Even if bilingual or bi-dialectal, L1/D1 influence is present.

音

- L1/L2 asymmetry in pronunciation influence from a
young age (Pallier, Bosch, and Sebastián-Gallés, 1997)
• e.g., Spanish/Catalan bilingual speakers

韻
論

- Interaction between L1 and L2, i.e., “Interaction
Hypothesis” (Weinreich, 1953; Flege, Frieda, and Nozawa, 1997)
• D1 (i.e., dialect 1) and D2 will interact?
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Standard L1 Mandarin/L2 English
• Segmentals (vowels, consonants)

– Lack of certain L2 target vowels/consonants
• /θ/, /ɪ/, etc

– Similar but yet different

• /z/, /ɹ/, schwa-like sound, etc.

– Present but problematic
• Diphthongs

• Phonotactics (syllable structure)

– Limited consonant clusters (w/glides only)
– No final consonants, except for nasals such as
/n/, /ŋ/

• More difficult to pronounce voiced final vowels than
voiceless;
• voiced final vowels often pronounced as voiceless
vowels
12

Standard L1 Mandarin/L2 English
• Suprasegmentals (e.g., stress)
– Presence of stress, but “elusive” (Lin, 2007)

– Neutral tone = unstressed, so shorter and lower
in pitch(Lin, 2007; Xu & Wang, 2009)
• wo de haizi chi fan le.

• 我的孩子吃饭了

(子,了)

(stress + unstressed pattern)
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L1 Mandarin dialect/L2 English
• Beijing dialect (not necessarily synonymous
w/standard Chinese or ‘putonghua’)

– Presence of post-vocalic /r/ similar to English /r/
– Beginning Beijing speakers distinguish /l/ and /r/
more accurately in L2 English than other
beginning Chinese speakers
– Beijing speakers produce r/l more accurately in all
phonotactic contexts while other Chinese
speakers produce onsets more accurately than
codas (Derrick & Gick, 2005)

– Greater presence of neutral tone as compared to
other dialects (Lin, 2007)
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L1 Mandarin dialect/L2 English
• Other Mandarin dialects (Min, e.g., Taiwanese)
– Lack of retroflex ‘r’, ‘sh’, ‘zh’, ‘ch’
– Neutral tone less common (cf. dongxi, thing vs east-west,
Lin, 2007)

• Mandarin dialect in the south (Sichuan,
Chongqing, Hubei)

– /n/ vs /l/
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L1 Cantonese/L2 English
• Cantonese
– Final /p/, /t/, /k/ and /m/
– Glottal stop at word boundaries — usually
between vowels to conform to CV structure.
• /tu ʔ it/ ‘to eat’ (Tarone, 1980)
– Segmentals
• finks (thinks), wiv (with), dey (they); diwide
(divide), correct (collect), leat (neat), nong
(long), wiu (will) (Bolton & Kwok, 1990)
Conclusion: Differences exist among “Chinese” languages
and dialects, so differences exist in L2 English - both for
segmentals but also most likely for “hard-to-detect”
16
suprasegmentals like L2 stress

Speech Accent Archive: http://accent.gmu.edu
(George Mason University)

•
•
•
•

Beijing Mandarin
Taiwanese Mandarin
Cantonese
Southwestern
Mandarin
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Intelligibility

二

A strong foreign accent does not necessarily
reduce comprehensibility or intelligibility of
L2 speech (Munro & Derwing, 1995)

言
語

音
韻
論

Reduction in intelligibility w/greater
cognitive load (Visceglia et al., 2010)
Improving grammatical and prosodic
proficiency rather than focusing solely on
correcting phonemic errors is more likely to
boost NNS intelligibility for at least
intermediate- and high-proficiency learners
(Derwing & Munro, 1997)
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第

Explicit instruction

二

 Explicit instruction of suprasegmentals
appears to aid comprehensibility (Gordon, Darcy,

言
語

音

& Ewert, 2012)

 Attention (Counselman, 2010)
• Design the pronunciation assignments to direct
students' attention to key aspects of the L2
speech sounds.

韻
論
19
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音
韻
論

Reflective teaching
 Communicative approach: Break down in
pronunciation – Isolated/guided/prepared vs
“communicative” talk

 Stress, specifically vowel length
 Enunciation
 Variety in approaches, voices,
phonotactics
 Reflect ELIP test which reflects academic
needs
20

Teaching goals:
Meeting the needs of individual students
• Various L1s and L1 dialects
• Time constraints
• Academic needs
– Reading
– Prepared speech
– Spontaneous speech

BREAKDOWN
21-1

Teaching goals:
Meeting the needs of individual students
Focus on
needs
bydialects
creating and adapting/
•• Various
L1s
and L1
adopting textbook and authentic materials
• Time constraints
• Impart metalinguistic knowledge
•• Academic
Approachneeds
from various angles (listening,
– Readingprepared talks, impromptu talks, etc.)
reading,
– Prepared
speech
• Add
cognitive
load with “Pronunciation in
action”
(communicative
approach)
– Q & A interaction
(impromptu
speech)

21-2

Activities

Flowchart of activities
Metalinguistic
awareness
Perception
Feedback

Guided
exercises

Reinforcement

Communicative
activities

Noticing
Deduction
Discussion
Defining rules
Explanation
Readings
Markings
Videos
Visual cues
Quizzes
Listening
“Exercise mouth”
Repetition Practice
Recording
Shadowing
Reading out loud
Self-evaluation
Re-recording
Quizzes
Recorded/In-class “free” responses
In-class impromptu talks
Q&A
Final
presentation

+Q&A
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Homework samples
• Final –s
• Stress
Mantra: enunciate &
Stretch stressed vowels
Ideology: warm-up, start early w/stress, visual
aid (hands, bold, dots, etc.)
23

/15 points)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Plays
Markets
Classes
Reports
Professors
Schools
Sizes
Tags
Sidewalks
Taxes
s/he studies
s/he takes
s/he asks
s/he discusses
s/he gives
s/he knows
s/he writes
s/he guesses
s/he hypothesizes
s/he wonders
s/he argues
s/he feels
s/he theorizes
s/he comprehends
s/he acknowledges
s/he estimates
s/he reviews
s/he brainstorms

/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/

/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/

/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
HW 3-2

Listen to the following words and mark whether the pronunciation of the final –s is /s/ or /z/ or /Iz/.

HW 3-2: Listening (

Rule when to pronounce final –z as /Iz/:

Rule 2 when to pronounce final –s as /z/:

Rule 1 when to pronounce final –s as /s/:

Weeks
Quizzes
Students
Computers
Presentations
Flashdrives
Tuition fees
Offices
AIs
Cafeterias
Facts
Exams
Months
Uses (noun)
Days

/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/
/s/

/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/
/z/

/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/

The general rules for the pronunciation of final –s are as follows:

Final –s sounds like / Iz / in the following words:

Final –s sounds like /z/ in the following words:

Final –s sounds like /s/ in the following words:

Group the above words into the three different groups according to the pronunciation of final –s.

HW 3-1: Rules ( O / X )

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

HW 3-1

Listen to the following words and mark whether the pronunciation of the final –s is /s/ or /z/ or /Iz/.

HW 3-0: Listening (no score)

Thomas is one of a thousand new international students at IU. He comes from Germany. Right now he
lives in Wright with his two roommates who are both Americans from Indiana. He is a Kelley School of
Business student, so he takes several courses in economics and business mostly. He has to go to class in
the mornings but only in the afternoons on Tuesday and Thursday. After dinner, he usually works out at
the SRSC with friends and then, heads to the library to study for a few hours. Finally, a little before
midnight he returns to his dorm, calls his parents and then, studies some more. Finally, around 2 am he
heads to bed, so he can wake up early to go to classes.

Listen to the recording “HW3-0 dictation”. Write down what you hear. Try your best with spelling.

HW3-0 Dictation ( O /  / X )

/15 points)

/15 points)

/15 points)

“What did you do to prepare yourself to study at university? For study in the States?”

HW 3-8 Recording (

HW 3-4

Please record a response to this question: What does your roommate do everyday? What does s/he do
in the morning/afternoon/night? What does he do every weekend?

HW 3-7 Recording (

One of my strengths is that I am fairly organized. Another one of my strengths is that I generally pay
attention to detail. Oddly, one of my greatest weaknesses is also that I can become too obsessed with
details at times. What about you? What are your strengths and weaknesses?

Please listen to the recording “Response 3-6” and record a response to the question(s) you hear. The
recording should be between one and two minutes. Also, be sure to use two of the following phrases in
your response: 1) I guess (that)…, 2) I suppose (that)…, 3) One of my teachers said (that)…, 4) One of my
friends said (that)…

HW 3-6: Recording (

I love animals. I have had both dogs and cats. If I had to choose between the two though, it would be
very hard, but I guess I would choose to have dogs rather than cats. One of the biggest reasons it that
dogs are more fun to play with. In comparison, cats like to be alone. But dogs always want to play with
their owners. Plus, you can take dogs for a walk, but with cats that would be strange. I guess dogs are
just friendlier than cats. What about you? Which do your prefer? Dogs or cats?

/15 points)

/s/
/s/
/s/

/z/
/z/
/z/

/Iz/
/Iz/
/Iz/

The instructor wants the students to do all of the exercises.

5.

She has two quizzes and three exams next week.
On weekends, my friends always go to the basketball games.
He says he needs to make a presentation in class.
The instructor wants us to do all of the exercises.

2.
3.
4.
5.

HW 3-3

Please listen to the recording “Response 3-5” and record a response to the question(s) you hear. The
recording should be between one and two minutes.

/15 points)

The dogs ate the snacks on the table.
The students are in an exam at the moment.
The instructor gives us a lot of feedback on our prints.
The cats saw the mice sitting on the grass.
Many scientists search for answers in their research.
HW 3-5: Recording (

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Linking to practice final -s

He eats in Wright Food court on Fridays.

1.

Practice and then, record the following words and sentences.

/15 points)

He says he needs to make a presentation in class.

4.

HW 3-4: Recording (

On weekends some of my friends always go to the basketball games.

3.

s

She has two quizzes and three exams in two weeks.

z

2.

Iz

The girls bought some dresses at the stores behind the streets where I grew up.
He eats in Wright Food court on Fridays.

e.g.
1.

z

Listen to the following sentences and mark the pronunciation of the ALL the final ‘s’ sounds. Write ‘s’
above the letter ‘s’ if it sounds like /s/. Write ‘s’ above the letter ‘s’ if it sounds like /z/. Write ‘s’ above
the letter ‘s’ if it sounds like like /Iz/.

HW 3-3: Listening (

29. s/he judges
30. s/he asserts
31. s/he ….

/15 points)

/15 points)

I can come to office hours between my classes.
She has an economics exam in an hour.
What topic will you talk about for your presentation?
We will have our final exam on Thursday of next week.

2.
3.
4.
5.

To be or not to be. That is the question. (Iamb)
Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo. (Trochee)
Double, double, toil and trouble.
Peter, Peter pumpkin eater

6.
7.
8.
9.

AND…

I have a quiz and paper due next week.

1.

Practice and then, record the following sentences.

HW 5-3: Recording (

5. We will have our final exam on Thursday of next week.

4. What topic will you talk about for your presentation?

3. She has an economics exam in an hour.

2. I can come to office hours between my classes.

1. I have a quiz and paper due next week.

Listen to the following sentences and circle the stressed words that you hear.

HW 5-2: Listening (

HW5-2

Compare the stressed words with the unstressed words? How do the stressed words sound? How do the
unstressed words sound?

Do you see any general rule(s) to determine which types of words are unstressed?

I wrote a report about business in China.
He will take an exam on Friday.
We am going to review for a quiz.
I can follow the lecture, but I can’t take good notes.
I have a test and presentation to do on Wednesday.

I will have done an outline of my paper by then.
I can’t write well, but I can speak well.
They have a written take-home exam and an oral exam.
He offered to check my English or help me with my presentation.
For next week, we have to do all the exercises on page two.

Group 6

Group 5

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Group 1

What types of words are unstressed? Try to put the words into groups

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

HW 5-1: Rules ( O /  / X )

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Listen to the following sentences and circle the stressed words.

HW 5-0B: Listening ( O /  / X )

HW5-1

Today, I will discuss the factors which lead to the 1997 monetary crisis in Asia. We first must look at
what had been happening in the markets and societies at the time. It was a period of great financial
upheaval as you might well know….

OR

Please call Stella. Ask her to bring these things with her from the store: Six spoons of fresh snow peas,
five thick slabs of blue cheese, and maybe a snack for her brother Bob. We also need a small plastic
snake and a big toy frog for the kids. She can scoop these things into three red bags, and we will go
meet her Wednesday at the train station.

Listen to the recording ”HW5-0A”. Write down what you hear. Try your best with spelling.

HW 5-0A Dictation (no score )

/15 points)

/15 points)

HW5-4

As in instructor there are many things you have to do. First, you have to prepare your lessons. This
means you have to plan what material you will teach and how you will teach the material. This may
mean that you have to determine which activities are good and which are not. Also, the instructor
needs to understand the materials. So, you may be surprised to learn that the instructor also has to
study the materials, including the textbook and articles used in class. Additionally, as an instructor, you
have to try to understand the students. For example, you have to try to know what the students’ needs
are and making sure they really do understand the class material. What about you? What are the things
that you have to do as a student in your school or major?

Please listen to the recording “Response 5-8” and record a response to the question(s) you hear. The
recording should be between one and two minutes.

HW 5-7: Recording (

I do not think I am a very talented person, but there are a few things that I can do, although there are by
far many more things that I can’t do. First, I can converse in a few languages thanks to having lived
overseas, but I can’t speak all of them fluently of course. Also, I can play tennis and swim, but again, I
can’t play extremely well. I’m just average, I guess. Let me see, what else can I do? Hmm, I’m not sure,
but I do know what I can’t do! What about you? What can and can’t you do?

Please listen to the recording “Response 5-7” and record a response to the question(s) you hear. The
recording should be between one and two minutes.

HW 5-6: Recording (

Source: Seuss, Dr. (1961). The Sneetches, and other stories. New York: Random House.

HELPing
HELPing

I’ll be
I’ll be

CATS
CATS may
CATS may have

The
The
The

/15 points)

SMELLED

SMELL

SMELL

SMELL

SMELL

FIND

FIND

FIND

FIND

the FISH

the FISH

the FISH

FISH

FISH

the BOOKS

BOOKS

BOOKS

HW5-3

Listen to the following passage from a children’s book The Sneetches and circle the stressed words that
you hear.

HW 5-5: Listening (

CATS

you

you

you

The

CATs

HELP

I’ll

HELP

Practice the following for in-class presentation
BOOKS

etc.

12.

/15 points)

My phone is 812-855-7504.

11.

HW 5-4: Listening (

This is the dog that worried the cat that killed the rat that ate the malt that lay in the house that
Jack built.

10.

/15 points)

(Source: http://accent.gmu.edu/browse_language.php)

HW5-6

Please call Stella. Ask her to bring these things with her from the store: Six spoons
of fresh snow peas, five thick slabs of blue cheese, and maybe a snack for her
brother Bob. We also need a small plastic snake and a big toy frog for the kids.
She can scoop these things into three red bags, and we will go meet her
Wednesday at the train station.

Mark the following passage and then, record it. Upload it as HW5-10.

HW 5-9: Recording (

In our last class, we covered the basic differences between the economic system
of the United States and that of the People’s Republic of China within the
theoretical framework of modern economics as defined by most economists. You
will recall that in the last lecture we touched upon the fact that in theory the
American system is considered to be a capitalistic system while that of the PRC is
considered to be a socialist system. However, in today’s class, we will contrast
this viewpoint with a more realistic approach as witnessed in the actual everyday
workings of both economies.

(i.e., have grammatical purposes). All other words are generally stressed and called content words. A
word that is generally unstressed may be stressed for contrast, emphasis, emotion, etc.
*Also, the last stressed word in a thought group is generally the most stressed word (i.e., focus word). If
a word other than the last word is the most stressed, this is because it is being contrasted or
emphasized for some reason. Be careful though as in ‘I saw the man with him’ where the last stressed
word is ‘man’ and not him (which is not stressed at all) and so, ‘man’ is the most stressed word (or focus
word).
*When a syllable is stressed its vowel is longer, higher in pitch, and louder. When a syllable is not
stressed, its vowel is shorter, lower in pitch, quieter, and the vowel often becomes a schwa (i.e., vowel
sound of ‘a’ in ‘about’ or the vowel in the word ‘it’). Most of all, be sure to STRETCH the stressed vowels
when you speak American English.

/15 points)

HW5-5

REMEMBER:
*A thought group refers to words that are said together. This may be marked by a period or comma in
written language, but often is not marked at all.
*These five types of words are generally not stressed: articles (a, the), pronouns (I, you, she),
prepositions (in, on, at, to), conjunctions (and, or, but), and helping verbs (will GO, should have EATEN).
Also, the BE verb as in “I am happy” is not usually stressed either. Such words are called function words

2) Then, practice reading the lecture and/or listening to the recording on Oncourse under Resources in
the Homework folder. Then, upload it onto Oncourse into your Dropbox.

1) Mark the following lecture for stress, thought groups, focus words, linking and the schwa (i.e., vowel
sound of ‘a’ in ‘about’; possibly reduced vowels). Put a slash (/) between or after thought groups. Circle
all stressed words. Put a dot above the focus word (i.e., most stressed word). Use a half circle to
connect words that are linked (consonant to vowel). And Underline all schwas.

HW 5-8: Recording (

3. Your answer can be anywhere from 30-90 seconds.

Some of the students….All of the students….

We have to VERB, We must VERB, We are required to VERB, We need to VERB

2. You must also use two of the following phrases in your response

1. Respond to the question you hear.

Instructions:

ALSO

We are required to take many classes as IU students. First of all, some of the international students will
need to enroll in English improvement courses. As part of a marketing major for example, we must also
take a public speaking class. We’ll also participate in the I-core program. Of course, we have to take the
required courses, but we can also take some electives that we like. What about your major? What are
you required to do?”

OR

As a student, there are many things that you have to do. First, you have to study a lot. That means you
have to read the textbook and many articles. You also have to study by attending the lectures and
taking notes. And you have to review your notes for quizzes and tests. And sometimes you have to write
papers.

OR

21. Please know how to mark a passage for thought groups, stressed words and focus words.

20. What is the intonation pattern for a list of nouns or verbs?

19. What is the intonation pattern for a statement?

18. What is the intonation pattern for a wh-question?

17. What is the intonation pattern for a yes/no question?

16. What word is usually the focus word in the thought group?

15. What is the focus word?

14. What words are usually stressed in a thought group?

13. What is a content word?

12. What is a function word?

11. What are thought groups?

10. Where is the stress for the word ‘project’ if it is a noun? If it is a verb?

9. What is the difference between the numbers ‘eighteen’ and ‘eighty’?

8. What is the difference between ‘wet’ and ‘wed’?

7. When might some vowels become a schwa (i.e. /ǝ/)?

6. What is a schwa?

pronunciation of the word ‘water’?

5. What is the rule for flapping (i.e.,‘t’ becoming a sound like ‘d’) in the American

4. What are the characteristics of word stress in English?

3. What are the rules for the pronunciation of final –ed and/or final –s?

2. What are unvoiced or voiceless sounds? What sounds are they in English?

1. What are voiced sounds? What sounds are they in English?

T101 Pronunciation : Study guide for final written quiz

/15 points)

/15 points)

/15 points)

HW5-7

Now I suppose one could say the difference between the Chinese and
American systems is a superficial one, but you might also believe it is
too difficult to determine the exact nature of each system in order to
make this claim.

Mark the following passage and then, record it. Upload it as HW5-13.

HW 5-12: Recording (

(SOURCE: Grant, L. (2001). Well Said (3rd ed.). Boston: Heinle & Heinle)

Unlike other copier companies, Mita doesn’t make cameras, or televisions, or
calculators, or DVD players, or answering machines, or vacuum cleaners, or
dishwashers, or cell phones, or laptops. The fact is, Mita doesn’t make anything
but great copiers. After all, we didn’t become the fastest growing copier
company for the last five years by selling microwave ovens. Mita. All we make
are great copiers.

Mark the following passage and then, record it. Upload it as HW5-12.

HW 5-11: Recording (

(SOURCE: Grant, L. (2001). Well Said (3rd ed.). Boston: Heinle & Heinle)

Let’s continue our discussion of pollution. Yesterday, we defined pollution.
Today we’ll talk about the impact of pollution, its far-reaching effects. Many
people think pollution is just a problem for scientists, but it’s not just a problem
for scientists. It affects everyone. Because it affects human lives, it’s a health
problem. Because it affects property, it’s an economic problem. And because it
affects our appreciation of nature, it’s an aesthetic problem.

Mark the following passage and then, record it. Upload it as HW5-11.

HW 5-10: Recording (

Marking passages
In our last class, /we covered the basic differences /
between the economic system of the United States /
and that of the People’s Republic of China / within
the theoretical framework of modern economics / as
defined by most economists…
Rubric:
Stressed words
Thought groups
/
Focus word (most stressed word)

Unstressed/
schwa
子了

24

Videos –
See colorful & informative poster
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Response
recordings
Guess what point the focus is?
1. I love animals. I have had both dogs and cats. If I had to choose between the two
though, it would be very hard, but I guess I would choose to have dogs rather than
cats. One of the biggest reasons it that dogs are more fun to play with. In comparison,
cats like to be alone. But dogs always want to play with their owners. Plus, you can
take dogs for a walk, but with cats that would be strange. I guess dogs are just
friendlier than cats. Which do your prefer? Dogs or cats?
2. Last summer, I did many things. I travelled to the West Coast and stopped by my
friend’s home in San Francisco. I toured many places there and met up with other
friends and just hung out. Then, I took the train up to Seattle where my family lives.
Everyday I walked around the neighborhood with my mother. During the day, I played
with my nephew and niece. But at night I talked about many things with my family and
watched a few shows with my mother. What about you? What did you do last
summer?
3. I am a big traveler. Last summer I visited San Francisco with my mother. We had a great
time since my mother is quite adventurous. My father on the other hand is not as
outgoing, but he is probably more reliable. I of course love both my parents, but when
I travel whether I prefer to travel with my mother or father, probably depends on what
type of vacation I take and where I go. How about you? If you had to choose between
your mother or father when you travel, who would you choose to travel with?
4. I do not think I am a very talented person, but there are a few things that I can do,
although there are by far many more things that I can’t do. First, I can converse in a few
languages thanks to having lived overseas, but I can’t speak all of them fluently of
course. Also, I can play tennis and swim, but again, I can’t play extremely well. I’m just
average, I guess. Let me see, what else can I do? Hmm, I’m not sure, but I do know 26
what I can’t do! What about you? What can and can’t you do?

Response recordings
Guess what point the focus is?

5. One of my strengths is that I am fairly organized. Another one of my strengths
is that I generally pay attention to detail. Oddly, one of my greatest
weaknesses is also that I can become too obsessed with details at times. What
are your strengths and weaknesses?
6. Whether it is simple for people to feel fulfilled in their daily life is difficult to
answer. In our modern society, I guess it is not easy. For me personally, I think
that I should try to enjoy the simple pleasures in life and enjoy some quiet
time each day. I also think that thinking about other people and trying to help
others is perhaps the best way to feel fulfilled in life although this is not easy
to do. What about you? Do you feel it is simple for people to feel fulfilled?
What do you do to feel fulfilled in life?
7. I have to admit that I am a light sleeper and nervous one too. If I hear any
loud noises or the low hum of a motor, I can’t sleep. And if there are any
flashing neon lights or just very bright neon lights I can’t sleep either. Of the
two, I guess the loud noises are the worse as I can at least close my eyes or
cover the windows, but you can’t do that with sounds so easily even if you use
earplugs. So, by far loud noises make it harder for me to sleep than neon
lights. What about you? Which would bother your more when you are trying
to sleep: neon lights or loud noises?

• Soundfiles:
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Take-home message
 L2 phonology theory and Reflective teaching
 “Chinese” is not a monolithic language
 Constraints on teaching


 Created, adopted/adapted materials and
approaches
 Variation in approach and more
28-1

Take-home message
L1 influence,
Intelligibility,
Explicit instruction
PLUS Reflectiveteaching
teaching
 L2
phonology
theory
and Reflective
Mandarin dialects,is“Chinese”
(Cantonese,
Taiwanese, etc.)
 “Chinese”
not alanguages
monolithic
language
Limited time, ESL environment,
enrollment in other courses
 Constraints
on teaching


 Created, adopted/adapted materials and
Metalinguistic  Guided  Communicative
approaches
Phonotactics, different
voices, listening,
deduction,
self-evaluation, (re-)recording
 Variation
in approach
and
more
28-2

Last thoughts/Future directions
Reinventing the wheel…but discovering for myself the right approach
for my students and my style of teaching
Refining homework - “work in progress”
Reading up on more research, including pronunciation textbooks
Reflective teaching – collect ‘data’, observe, etc.
Researching effect?
– Test intelligibility

• segmentals vs suprasegmentals
• length vs pitch for stress

– Final –s

• noun (dress) vs grammatical function (cats, eats)

– Stress
–
–
–
–
–

• Affect of L1 Mandarin neutral tone (by dialect or stress pattern on INsert/inSERT)

Metalinguistic effect
Communicative approach (awareness)
Motor skills
Evaluation
Interaction with other speakers (interviews, discussion)
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Thank you very much
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
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Difficult consonants
Voicing
Final consonants: final –s, final –ed, & final –l and others
Consonant clusters
/ɹ/ rhoticization (/z/,/ʃ/, /ch/, /ʒ/)
Difficult vowels
Diphthongs
Vowel length in ‘wed’ vs ‘wet’
Stress
Rhythm
Intonation
Linking
Reduction

37

Diphthongs
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Phonological inventory
of English and standard Mandarin
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Sentences for recording
1.
2.
3.

The rain in Spain falls mainly on the plain.
The tick sits on the thin sheet of silk.
In my mind I lightly sigh when I cry about my painful thighs and
eyes at night.
4. The cat sat on that fat mat while the black bat flew through the
crack at the back of that map.
5. But what about the country of origin?
6. wish I could put the good book back in the footlocker and pull the
food out.
7. Everyday the man sees the leaves of the trees blow in the breeze.
8. ictoria loves devouring volumes about the vicious vices of
vampires and their victims.
9. Please pull the apple, pickle and pencil out of the puddle and put
them in the pail.
10. For example, many people with psychological problems signal
their plight with ample pleas.
40

Sentences for recording
11. As thought, the thirty-three thousand thirty-three thesauruses
that the thieves had thoroughly sought thankfully arrived in
Thunder Bay through thick and thin and without any further
problems.
12. The zoologist zeroed in on the zany antics of the zebras as they
zoomed easily around the zoo grounds.
13. The little lion roared and leaped like lightning, running after the
racing rhinoceros in the rural areas of rubber trees in Rwanda.
14. My funny friend from Philadelphia phoned me after getting off
from work frying fish.
15. How can you measure the release from pressure to enjoy the
leisure of reading books on adventure genre of finding treasure.
16. It is rare to discover the rational reason for the difference
between urban and rural rates of literacy
17. In past centuries, the church carried out measures to pressure
people from reading various genre of literature in their leisure.
41

Abstract
• In response to the needs of matriculated
university students, a three-prong approach is
adopted in teaching pronunciation:
metalinguistic awareness, guided activities,
and “communicative approach”. Additional
consideration is placed on listening,
interaction between segmentals and
suprasegmentals, and differences among
“Chinese-speaking” students due to their first
language or dialect.
42

Description
Pronunciation needs of L2 English-speaking students at the university level have
grown more expedient with their simultaneous enrollment in “regular” university
courses and ESL oracy courses (i.e., pronunciation, fluency, and listening).
Additionally, the number of Mandarin-speaking students has increased. These two
factors compounded by limited teaching contact hours and an interaction between
pronunciation and other oracy courses require a greater needs-based approach to
teaching pronunciation. In response, the course implements a three-pronged
curriculum focusing on metalinguistic awareness; traditional guided exercises; and
a more communicative approach. Such an approach is also motivated by research
showing the interaction between segmentals and suprasegmentals (Zielinksi,
2006), reduction in intelligibility due to greater cognitive load (Visceglia et al.,
2010), and the interaction between the L1 and L2 phonological systems (Flege et
al., 1995). The presentation provides a brief background of the students and their
needs (2-3 minutes), followed by a summary of theoretical considerations and
pronunciation issues for Mandarin-speaking students, including variance in
pronunciation due to an additional L1/L2 (e.g., Cantonese) or Mandarin dialect (810 minutes). The second half of the power-point presentation (10-12 minutes)
presents a flowchart of the teaching approach with sample activities and
materials.
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HW 5-13: Self-evaluation and re-recording(

/15 points)

Listen to your recording of the passage on HW 5-10 and evaluate your enunciation of vowels
and consonants/stress, especially vowel length/etc. Then, re-record the same passage and
upload it as HW5-14.

HW 5-14: In-class presentation/Oral quiz (

/15 points)

Practice the passage for stress. You will present the passage in class as a homework
assignment/oral quiz.

HW5-8

